Mobility Solutions

Realize the immense potential of mobility with HTC’s
end-to-end mobile solutions
Mobile technology offers the convenience of being available “On the Move”. Enterprises are realizing the immense
potential of mobility and are providing mobile first and mobile-centric solutions to reach new markets. HTC’s mobility
solutions empower enterprises to capitalize on the capabilities and expand their business potential.
HTC’s offerings include a wide range of customized end-to-end technically outstanding, cost effective, seamless, fault
tolerant, scalable, sustainable, and feature-packed native mobile applications for all the major mobile platforms (iOS,
Android, and Windows Phone), and using Hybrid (PhoneGap, Kony, SAP/SUP, Unvired) Framework that works on
any device or platform. Our mobile solutions helps clients realize greater business value and ROI at reduced TCO.

Service Offerings
HTC builds mobile view, synchronize data between
mobile devices and enterprise cloud, and perform
testing in multiple devices. Our service offerings
include:
Strategy Consulting: Our Mobile Strategy Team
defines the Mobility landscape and setting the Mission,
Vision, and Goals (both short-term and long-term) for
the customer. A quick Proof of Concept (PoC) can be a
part of the deliverable to present the end-user
experience, interactions, and to explain how the brand
is represented.
UX Design: Our certified UI/UX experts understand the
individual needs by analyzing the user requirements
and their adoptability, and design mobile applications
that provide rich user-experience.
Design and Development: HTC’s proprietary
frameworks and tools accelerate the development in
building the overall mobile solution at a rapid pace.
Extensive set of re-usable libraries that were already
tested in the field are used to make the rapid application
development easier.
Quality Assurance: Our agile QA process includes

extensive mobile application testing based on an
integrated testing process throughout the development
lifecycle that includes testing based on end-user
perspective, OS and hardware compatibility, usage,
performance, and security.
Distribution: We provide effective App store
management (Apple store, Google Play store, Windows
Store) and relevant patch with complete control and
version management.
Sustain: We offer customized Service Level
Agreement (SLA) and maintenance schemes to
implement them based on customer needs.

Solution Offerings
HTC’s Mobile CoE delivers a wide range of mobile
solutions in the areas of user profiling and
segmentation, location based services, Field Force,
mCommerce and analytics, telemedicine/consultation,
enterprise applications integration, data capture and
auditing, wearables and Internet of Things (IoT), and
location based solutions.

Reimagine technology to accelerate your business

Mobile Solution Strategy

Technical Competency and Framework
HTC’s domain expertise in mobility includes retail,
healthcare (telehealth), FMCG, BFSI, education, and
government. Our further platform capabilities include,
native and hybrid based solution development. HTC also
provides analytical and Master Data Management
solutions using MicroStrategy, QlikView, Tableau, and
Mobile Device Management solutions based on WSO2
and AirWatch.
Our
association
with
various
technology/product companies’ help in offering the
state-of-art cloud based mobile testing services.
We use our proprietary frameworks to provide business
benefits such as faster-go-to-market, application reliability,
and security. We seamlessly manage connectivity
between heterogeneous and enterprise systems using the
following frameworks:
WebMorph: UI build framework aimed for enterprises that
need to mobile-enable their applications and address
platform, device, and screen agnostic challenges quickly
and efficiently.

SmartSync: Framework to bridge the gap between
Enterprise Mobility and Enterprise Systems. It is a robust,
secured, scalable synchronization architecture for
seamless integration with enterprise hosted applications.
RoboTest: Automated solution for testing mobile
applications with minimal manual interventions and quick
turnaround that provides automated status updates of the
testing process.
SecureIT: Advanced software tool for scanning mobile
applications to identify security vulnerabilities on various
parameters.
SmartPack: Packaging and distribution platform for
enterprise mobile applications that helps maintain
application specific system libraries/scripts and build
history.
SmartChart: User friendly and configurable graphical
dashboards that support both real-time and offline
visualization with interactive drill down capability

About HTC:
• Extensive experience in providing cost effective and innovative IT and Business Process Services and Solutions across domains for
global customers since 1990
• Quality and information security processes compliant to SEI CMM Level 5, ISO 9001, ISO 27001, and PCI DSS standards
• Global presence, large delivery centers, talented professionals, capabilities across multiple technologies, platforms, and domains
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